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Practice Points
Primary penile tumor section
• A high clinical suspicion and a biopsy are required for the diagnosis of carcinoma in situ
and invasive penile cancer.
• Penile-preserving surgical techniques have been developed. These operations aim to
achieve clear surgical margins while maintaining penile length and function. Many series
have confirmed the oncological safety of surgery, but more data are needed on quality of
life and measures of both sexual and urinary functional outcome operatively.
• External beam radiotherapy is generally reserved for palliation of inoperable tumors.
Brachytherapy as curative treatment appears promising in a few centers. No randomized
controlled trials comparing surgery with brachytherapy have been performed to date.
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Management of lymph nodes
• The presence of nodal disease is the most important prognostic factor for patients with
penile squamous cell carcinomas.
• Approximately half of men will have impalpable inguinal lymph nodes at presentation, of
which 20% will harbor occult micro-metastases. Computed tomography–PET and MRI-PET
appear promising at detecting metastases, but are not yet in routine practice. To reduce
morbidity from unnecessary lymph node dissection (LND), dynamic sentinel lymph node
biopsy has been widely accepted as a minimally invasive operation to aid detection of
micrometastases, with a false-negative rate of <5%. If the sentinel lymph node contains
metastases a complete inguinal LND is performed.
• For men with palpable inguinal lymph nodes at presentation, up to 80% will have
metastases. A fine needle aspiration cytology or excisional biopsy is usually performed,
followed by a radical inguinal LND. If extranodal spread of disease is found, adjuvant
radiotherapy is recommended.
• Minimally invasive surgical techniques have been used for both inguinal and pelvic LND.
Robotic-assisted laparoscopic inguinal LND has been shown to be oncologically safe. Data
on postoperative complications and learning curves is eagerly awaited.

Penile carcinoma is a rare disease, with over 95% of tumors being squamous cell
carcinomas. Due to the low case numbers there has been a paucity of good-quality
prospective studies available on which to base best clinical practice. The development of
specialist high-volume centers in both the UK and Europe has started to permit multicenter
collaboration and analysis of larger cohorts, with a knock-on improvement in patient
care. Advances in diagnostic imaging, surgical techniques for both the penis and inguinal
regions, and improved delivery of radiotherapy have helped to improve outcomes and
quality of life. Molecular biology has started to shed light on the pathogenesis of the
disease and the role that human papillomavirus may play. The aim of this article is to
give an up-to-date review of the management of penile cancer encompassing the above.
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In western Europe and North America, penile cancer
is rare. In England and Wales, the annual incidence is
between 1.2 and 1.5 per 100,000, accounting for less
than 1% of male malignancies [1] . However, the disease
is far more prevalent in other countries, accounting for
up to 20% of male cancers in parts of South America,
Africa and Asia [2] . More than 95% of penile cancers
are squamous cell carcinomas (SCC), the remaining
5% comprising melanomas, sarcomas and basal cell
carcinomas.
Penile SCC can manifest in many different forms
and with varying growth patterns. When visible, the
penile lesion can appear as a nodular, ulcerative or an
erythematous lesion (Figure 1) . Often there is a pathological phimosis covering the tumor, which can only be
palpated as a hard mass under the foreskin. Diagnosis
of invasive penile cancer tends to be straightforward,
unlike that of premalignancy, which may be confused
with benign genital dermatoses. Where there is diagnostic uncertainty, a biopsy should be performed in
view of the risk of progression from carcinoma in situ
(CIS) to invasive SCC. It is also important to note that
CIS coexists with invasive disease in approximately
25% of cases.
The diagnosis of penile cancer is based on clinical
suspicion of malignancy and is confirmed by means of a
penile biopsy prior to surgical treatment. A rare exception to this rule would be if a histological diagnosis of
malignancy has already been made from a biopsy from a
metastasis, most likely sited in an inguinal lymph node
in a patient with an obvious penile cancer. It is vital that
the inguinal regions are assessed thoroughly at presentation. If patients have palpable inguinal lymph nodes,
an ultrasound-guided fine-needle aspiration cytology
(FNAC) should be arranged. If the cytology is negative, an excision biopsy or a modified inguinal lymph
node dissection can be performed, depending on the
pathological features of the primary tumor. Those men

Figure 1. A squamous cell carcinoma of the distal penis
requiring a glansectomy.
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with impalpable inguinal nodes at presentation still
have an approximately 20% risk of micrometastatic disease. After risk stratification of the primary tumor, they
will either enter surveillance (CIS, Ta, T1G1 tumors),
or be offered bilateral sentinel lymph node biopsies or
a bilateral modified inguinal lymph node dissection
(T1G2 or higher stage/grade), depending on the unit’s
preferred technique and expertise.
The current Tumor, Node, Metastasis (TNM)
staging for penile cancer was revised in 2009 and the
grading, traditionally by Broder’s system of well, moderate and poorly differentiated lesions [3] , has recently
been altered to adopt grades 1–4, with grade 4 being
undifferentiated disease.
Over the last two decades, the management of
penile cancer has benefited considerably from both
improved understanding of the natural history of the
disease and cohesive research collaboration. The UK
approach has changed significantly, with centralization
of patients into high volume centers of excellence where
advanced imaging techniques and surgical strategies
are employed. Together these advances have resulted
in reduced patient morbidity and improved cure
rates, from 50% in the 1990s to 80% in recent years
[4] . However, it remains that men continue to present after several months or years of symptoms, with a
consequent adverse impact on the overall survival, particularly in those patients with systemic, metastatic or
nodal disease. If survival rates from penile carcinoma
are to be improved further, the education of both the
general public and physicians with regards to the risk
factors and recognition of the disease at an early stage
needs to be addressed.
This article aims to review recent advances made in
the management of penile cancer, including that of the
primary penile lesion in both CIS and invasive disease.
The management of the regional lymph nodes, current
chemotherapy trials and the latest viewpoint on prophylaxis with human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccinations
and targeted therapies will be discussed, in addition to
an overview of recent outcomes and survival data.
Management of the primary penile tumor
Although topical therapy may be sufficient for CIS,
higher stage/grade penile cancer management has
comprised radical surgery in the form of partial or
total penectomy (to allow at least a 2-cm clear margin from the tumor) or radiotherapy (external beam or
brachytherapy). While providing excellent locoregional
control, radical surgery is associated with an adverse
impact on urinary and sexual function, and incurs
significant psychological morbidity [5] . On the other
hand, radical radiotherapy usually preserves the penis
at the cost of higher complication rates when compared
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with surgery. Furthermore, recurrence rates may be as
high as 40% following external beam radiotherapy,
and such cases can prove difficult to detect and treat.
That being said, a series of brachytherapy for tumors
less than 4 cm in size located on the glans penis has
been reported recently. De Crevoisier et al. described
144 patients with a median follow-up of 5.7 years, and
found a 10-year recurrence rate of 20%. After salvage
treatment, 86% were in remission. With regard to
complications, 26% developed painful ulceration, 29%
urethral stenosis and 5% required penile amputation
for necrosis [6] . A randomized controlled trial comparing brachytherapy with surgery in the management of
primary penile tumors is lacking in the world literature.
In all but a few centers of excellence the mainstay of
treatment for the primary tumor is surgical and this is
reflected in this review article.
The consensus remains that radical surgery is still
required for stage T4, high-grade T3 or large proximal stage T2 disease, but in light of the aforementioned factors there has been a drive to develop penile-
preserving techniques for more distal tumors involving
the glans penis. Such an approach aims to provide
oncological control with a reduction in the anatomical and functional morbidity. There is now considerable literature supporting this surgical strategy. Several
authors have presented data disputing the need for a
conventional 2-cm resection margin. In one study,
examining 64 partial and total penectomy specimens,
Agrawal and colleagues found that of 52 grade 1 and
2 tumors, only seven had positive margins 5 mm from
the visible tumor, and 25% of grade 3 tumors had
microscopic extension up to 10 mm [7] . Hoffman’s
group studied 14 men who underwent conventional
surgery for penile SCC and found that at 33 months
postoperatively, none had developed local recurrence,
despite 50% having resection margins of ≤10 mm [8] .
In a larger series, Minhas and coworkers reviewed the
resection margins and local recurrence rates in patients
undergoing penile-preserving surgery. They reported
that 48% had a surgical clearance of ≤10 mm, while
90% had a clearance of ≤20 mm. With a mean followup of 26 months, local recurrence occurred in only
4%. Moreover, with most cases deemed to be surgically salvageable, no compromise in long-term survival
is inferred [9] .
Early diagnosis and accurate staging is essential for
the successful implementation of penile-preserving
techniques. In the UK, where only approximately
15% of tumors invade the corpora at presentation,
the vast majority of patients can benefit from a more
refined surgical strategy. The treatment options available depend on the site and extent of disease and are
reviewed below.
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Carcinoma in situ & superficial verrucous
carcinoma (Tis & Ta)
Topical therapy

Although CIS is not a malignancy, it accounts for
approximately 10% of penile lesions at diagnosis and its
management is worthy of discussion. CIS may arise on
the shaft of the penis, eponymously called Bowen’s disease, or as one or more red, moist patches on the mucosal surfaces of the glans penis or inner prepuce, known
as erythroplasia of Queyrat (EQ) [10] . CIS can be misdiagnosed as a benign skin condition or another penile
dermatosis such as candidal balanitis, Zoon’s balanitis
or lichen planus. It can also co-exist with lichen sclerosus. Thus, it is important that a biopsy is taken to
make the diagnosis and determine the most appropriate
treatment option. If left untreated, the observed risk of
progression to invasive SCC is 5–33% [11] .
Circumcision is generally recommended in men
with CIS to facilitate the application of topical therapy,
abolish the foreskin as a risk factor for progression and
allow subsequent surveillance. In the absence of invasive disease, first-line treatment for CIS is topical 5%
5-fluorouracil (5-FU) cream, usually applied on alternate days for 6 weeks. This therapy is safe and generally well tolerated, and response rates close to 100%
at 5 years have been demonstrated in small studies
(<10 patients) [12] . Further topical therapy using 5%
imiquimod (an immune-modulating cream) in a
similar regimen can be offered to patients who do not
respond or develop recurrence. Case reports have been
published describing success of this approach [13] .
Laser therapy

Laser therapy has been used in the treatment of both
CIS and low-grade/stage invasive disease. It produces
excellent functional and cosmetic results and may
be carried out in the outpatient setting. CO2 and
Neodymium:YAG (Nd:YAG) are the most frequently
used types. The main difference between these lasers
is the depth of penetration: the CO2 laser has a longer wavelength and does not penetrate human tissues
as well as Nd:YAG. The latter can achieve a depth of
4–6 mm, but any tumor invading to greater than 6 mm
is unsuitable for laser surgery. It is therefore essential
to assess tumor depth, with either imaging (ultrasound
or MRI) or biopsy, before embarking on this treatment option. It should be noted, however, that all of
these modalities have limitations and run the risk of
under-representing the carcinoma.
A study by Windhal and Hellsten in 1995 reported
two recurrences among 19 men managed with CO2
laser alone (eight men) or in combination with
Nd:YAG (11 men). Both recurrences were salvageable,
with further laser therapy and were found to be dis-
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ease free at 12 and 52 months [14] . Shirahana and colleagues demonstrated the importance of case selection
[15] . They included patients with carcinomas less than
6 mm thick, based on imaging studies. Of ten cases of
CIS/stage T1 carcinoma, all were free of disease at 6
years. Two further patients with stage T2 carcinoma,
treated aggressively with a combination of chemoradiation and adjuvant laser therapy, were also described.
Both were clear from recurrence at 7 years followup. More recently, a study by Meijer and colleagues
described 44 patients with tumors ranging from Tis to
T2 managed with laser therapy. They reported a local
recurrence rate of 48%, with 23% progressing during
follow-up to develop nodal spread. A total of 80% of
the latter had presented with T2 disease, hence highlighting the danger of disease progression in higher
stage and grade cases [16] .
Overall, as with any topical therapy, local recurrences are higher than with conventional surgery and
close follow-up is essential after treatment. Complications of laser therapy include bleeding, pain and
preputial lymphoedema, and occur in 1–7% [17–19] .
Total glans resurfacing

Although the topical therapies described above have
a high success rate, they all have limitations and side
effects. They rely upon a high degree of patient compliance and can be awkward to apply, often causing discomfort and pain. Furthermore, a risk of insufficient
treatment and recurrence is posed by the diffuse nature
of EQ, and such patients therefore need careful longterm surveillance. The technique of total glans resurfacing (TGR) offers a surgical alternative for nonresponsive disease or recurrence. This procedure was first
described by Bracka for the treatment of severe lichen
sclerosus [20] , but has been adapted for use in CIS and
stage Ta penile cancer in extensive or relapsing disease
[21] . Just the glans epithelium and subepithelial tissues
are removed before frozen sections are taken from the
underlying corpus spongiosum to confirm that there
is no invasive component. The corpus spongiosum is
then covered with a split-thickness skin graft.
Watkin and coworkers published early outcome
data for ten patients treated with TGR. At a median
follow-up of 30 months (range: 7–45 months) there
was no evidence of disease recurrence. The grafts took
successfully in all cases and produced good cosmetic
results. All men who had been sexually active prior
to surgery regained this function within 3–5 months
[21] . The medium-term outcomes of TGR have also
recently been reported by Shabbir and colleagues. The
group’s results confirm TGR as a safe and reproducible
technique, but they did report a 28% positive surgical
margin rate requiring further surgery [22] .
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There are several advantages of TGR over the more
conventional alternatives. Complete excision of the
glans and subcoronal tissues means the chance of local
recurrence is minimized, although long-term follow-up
data are awaited. Moreover, TGR is the only technique
that obtains an undamaged histological specimen to
confirm complete excision of disease. In addition, if
the graft heals well, TGR restores the penile anatomy
with minimal scarring. It is particularly suitable for
younger men in whom operative risk is very low and
cure is paramount.
T1 lesions confined to the prepuce
Circumcision/wide local excision

Circumcision is the most common surgical procedure
performed in penile cancer and aims for primary cure
in low-stage preputial disease [23] . If necessary, for
more extensive lesions, the excision may be extended
onto the penile shaft skin or coronal sulcus [24,25] .
Resection margin CIS can be treated topically with
5% 5-FU or imiquimod cream and closely observed.
Circumcision is also indicated prior to radiotherapy,
to improve the accuracy of targeting and tumor definition. Postradiotherapy, circumcision avoids the complication of p
 himosis and facilitates surveillance for
local recurrence.
Close follow-up is indicated after circumcision, as
recurrence rates of up to 30% are reported [26,27] ,
the majority of these occurring in the first 2 years
[28] . Salvage surgery has a high success rate and
appears not to affect the long-term disease-specific
survival [24,29] .
T1 lesions involving the glans penis
Several options are available for these lesions and
careful case selection is important. For small (<2 cm),
low-grade (G1/2) lesions at sufficient distance from
the external meatus, WLE and primary closure may
be possible. For slightly larger tumors (<4 cm), WLE
followed by a full- or split-thickness skin graft to
minimize distortion of the glans is an option. However, these approaches are complicated by recurrence
in up to 50% of men, mostly occurring in the first
two postoperative years [30] . Therefore, close surveillance and patient education is vital for the early
detection of recurrence. In most cases, such disease
can be managed successfully with further surgery,
such as total glansectomy ([TG], see below), without compromising overall survival [29,31] . There is an
argument that TG with skin graft reconstruction is
an appropriate first-line treatment for larger tumors
in this group. Brachytherapy for tumors <4 cm in size
in previously circumcised men is another option in a
few centers of excellence, as previously discussed [6] .
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T2 lesions confined to the glans penis
Although these tumors can be successfully managed
with conventional partial penectomy, such patients
can now benefit from penile-preserving surgery.
Bracka was the first to propose glansectomy for men
with penile cancer confined to the glans [32] , and this
technique may be appropriate for up to 80% of all
cases of invasive penile cancer. The extent of tumor
invasion can be assessed with preoperative gadolinium-enhanced MRI combined with an artificial
erection (Figure 2) [33] .
Total glansectomy

This technique involves the excision of the glans
penis from the corporal heads. A split-thickness skin
graft is then harvested from the thigh and carefully
quilted to the exposed corpora to create a neo-glans
(Figure 3) [28] .
A novel dressing technique that allows immediate
postoperative mobilization has recently been described
by Malone et al. (Figure 4) [34] . Instead of ‘quilting’ the
skin graft to the neoglans, a gauze tie-over dressing,
soaked in proflavine, is sutured to the corona proximally and the newly formed meatus distally. Over
80% of the 29 patients described were discharged from
hospital within 48 h with a urethral catheter. Catheters
and dressings were removed 10 days postoperatively,
and graft take and cosmetic results were reported as
excellent [34] .
With regard to outcomes, Pietrzak and coworkers
found that of 39 patients who underwent TG and skin
graft reconstruction, all were disease free at 2 years [28] .
The same group have published medium-term outcome data on a cohort of 72 patients (65 new tumors
and seven recurrences postradiotherapy; 49% T1, 51%
T2) undergoing glansectomy and reconstruction. At a
mean follow-up of 27 months (range: 4–68 months),
three late recurrences (6%) were reported. No diseasespecific mortality was incurred, however, and very good
functional and cosmetic results were described [35] .
With the aim of reducing the morbidity that may
be associated with skin grafts, novel techniques have
been developed whereby primary closure after glans
excision is achieved with advancement of the shaft
skin and urethral mucosal eversion. In a study of five
men (tumor stages T1G2 [n = 2], T1G3 [n = 2] and
T2G2 [n = 1], Brown and coworkers described subtotal glans excision without grafting, where the urethral
meatus was sutured down to the distal corpora and
the penile skin advanced and approximated to it [36] .
They were able to preserve the urethral meatus while
excising the glans penis (clearance margins ≥5 mm
on frozen sections), and found no disease recurrence
after a mean follow-up of 1 year. An advantage com-
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Figure 2. MRI with caverject of a penile carcinoma.

pared with glansectomy is that urethral preservation
results in fewer problems with spraying during micturition. However, this procedure is not suitable for any
patient where tumor invades the urethra. Furthermore,
patients need to be counselled regarding the unusual
postoperative appearance of the penis.
Gulino and colleagues have pioneered another novel
modification to avoid skin grafting in which the entire
urethra is mobilized from the corpora. An approximately 3-cm opening is then made in the ventral
aspect of the urethra, which is fashioned to cover the
corporal heads [37] .

Figure 3. Postglansectomy appearance with
application of a split thickness skin graft.
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Figure 4. Tie over dressing for graft application
following glansectomy.

T2 tumors invading the corpora cavernosa
Distal corporectomy (partial penectomy)
& split-thickness skin grafting

More extensive surgery is necessary if there is evidence
of corporal involvement either clinically or on MRI, or if
intraoperative frozen sections are positive (Figure 4). The
operation is similar to TG but includes resection of the
distal corporal bodies and adjacent urethra. A rounded
neo-glans is then reconstructed from the corpora. The
penis can then be lengthened by 2–3 cm by dividing the
penile suspensory ligaments beneath the pubic arch [38] ,
and tethering and tension reduced by a dorsal V-Y skin
advancement and a ventral V-Y phalloplasty to lower the
insertion of the scrotal skin [39] . Despite these maneuvers, not all patients will have adequate penile length
for micturition while standing or for sexual intercourse.
Therefore, patients need to be counselled preoperatively
and expectations managed accordingly. Case selection
and close follow-up are important. The technique can
also be used to salvage recurrent disease [40] .
Salvage surgery postradiotherapy

Following radical radiotherapy, up to 40% of men will
require salvage surgery for local recurrence [41] . An additional challenge is the difficulty in detection of such disease consequent to the chronic skin changes associated
with radiotherapy. Watkin’s group recently published
their data from 17 cases presenting with recurrence at
a mean of 9 years (range: 1–29 years) postradiotherapy.
All underwent salvage surgery, and 14 were treated with
TG. They described some technical challenges due to
friable noncompliant tissues, but postoperatively all
skin grafts took well. After a mean of 3 years (range:
1–6 years) follow-up, 16 out of 17 patients were recurrence free and there was no incidence of nodal disease.
The authors suggested that all chronic ulceration and
nonhealing tissue in such cases should be treated as
malignant unless proven otherwise [40] .
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Mohs micrographic surgery
This technique involves the excision of the penile
lesion in thin layers with simultaneous microscopic
assessment of the underside of the specimen along with
the use of frozen sections [42] . The aim of Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) is to preserve as much healthy
penile tissue as possible while ensuring clear surgical
margins. Complication rates of 1.2–3.6% have been
reported, including residual urethral disease, wound
dehiscence, meatal stenosis and a recurrence rate of
32% [43] . The technique is time consuming, requires
highly skilled personnel, and can leave the glans penis
misshapen, requiring reconstructive surgery. While
most appropriate for smaller Ta and T1 lesions, in
expert hands the technique has been used to treat distal
penile tumors up to T3 involving the distal urethra.
Management of inguinal lymph nodes
Lymph node metastasis is the most important prognostic factor for patients with penile cancer [44] . Although
more than 50% of patients with SCC have no palpable
inguinal nodes at the time of presentation, up to 20%
harbor occult micrometastases (<2 mm) in this location [45] . Conventional imaging techniques remain
inaccurate for detecting such disease [46] . The use of
18
F-FDG-PET combined with CT, however, appears
very promising in several small series. Schlenker and
coworkers reported on its use in 35 patients with invasive penile SCC. The reference standard for the technique was either histology post-lymph node dissection
or clinical surveillance (mean: 48.4 months; range:
31–68 months). They reported a sensitivity of 88.2%
and a specificity of 98.1%, where two out of 70 inguinal
regions had missed metastases of 5 and 7 mm in size,
respectively [47] . Data confirming the r eproducibility of
this technique are awaited.
In view of the problem with inadequate imaging,
prophylactic bilateral inguinal lymph node dissection
(LND) may be undertaken. This approach is associated with high cure rates, but the operation historically has a high level of morbidity (30–50%) and a
significant mortality (3%) [48] , although more recent
series report complication rates as low as 10.3% [49] .
Bearing in mind that up to 80% of men will prove
to have negative nodes, much of this morbidity is
incurred with no clinical benefit. In support of this, a
recent two-center review of 342 patients with clinically
impalpable inguinal nodes undergoing sentinel lymph
node biopsy (SLNB) concluded that 77% of men in
the EAU high-risk group for metastases could have had
an unnecessary inguinal LND [50] . Furthermore, there
is little evidence that using predictive factors for nodal
metastasis (e.g., stage, grade, depth of infiltration,
lymphovascular invasion) to identify patient subgroups
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more likely to benefit from prophylactic LND avoids
inappropriate surgery [50–53] .
Sentinel lymph node biopsy

This technique aims to identify and subsequently
remove specific lymph nodes that predict the nodal
status of patients with a malignancy. Its use in penile
cancer dates back to 1977, at which time a purely anatomical approach was used to locate the sentinel lymph
node (SLN) [54] . This proved difficult to reproduce
and the technique fell out of favor [55] .
During the 1990s, the use of nanocolloids and patent blue dye was adopted to aid localization of the SLN
both pre- and intra-operatively. This produced excellent results in malignant melanoma and breast cancer,
and consequently SLNB is now routine in the management of these conditions [56–58] . This success fostered renewed wider interest, particularly among those
researching penile carcinoma [59] .
Since 1994, The Netherlands Cancer Institute (NKI)
have pioneered the use of dynamic lymphoscintigraphy
and SLNB in the treatment of penile cancer (Figure 5)
[60] . Over a 10-year period, SLNs were identified in 98%
of 123 patients with ≥T2 tumors and clinically impalpable inguinal nodes, and 23% of excised nodes contained metastatic disease. The initially unsatisfactory
false-negative rate (FNR) of 18% resulted in multiple
protocol changes, including the addition of preoperative ultrasonography (US) with or without FNAC, and
serial sectioning of excised specimens prior to the use of
specific immunohistochemical stains. The NKI’s current FNR is approximately equal to 5% [61] . The technique is reproducible, with similar results reported in
other centers worldwide [62,63] . Significantly, improved
outcome has been demonstrated for men undergoing
immediate LND for occult nodal metastases detected
by SLNB. A disease-specific survival at 3 years of 84%
is reported, compared with only 35% for cases with no
palpable nodes treated by c linical surveillance [64] .
A recent systematic review and meta-analysis of the
accuracy of SLNB based on 19 studies found favorable
pooled sensitivity (88%; 95% CI: 83–92) and detection rates (90.1%; 95% CI: 83.6–94.1). The authors
also concluded that using radiotracer and blue dye
for SLN mapping, and including only cN0 disease,
confers the highest sensitivity and detection rate [65] .
With the emergence of long-term data confirming
SLNB safety and benefit in both reducing morbidity
from unnecessary LND and improved 5-year cancerspecific survival, it is clear that SLNB has been a major
advance for patients with penile cancer [63,66] . The latest EAU guidelines recommend SLNB when available
in patients with clinically impalpable inguinal nodes
and intermediate- to high-risk disease [67] .
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Figure 5. Sentinel lymph node biopsy showing a
node detected using a gamma probe and with patent
blue dye.

An exciting modification to the SLNB technique
to aid intraoperative visualization has recently been
described. A hybrid fluorescent–radioactive tracer,
indocyanine green-99mTc-nanocolloid, was compared
with the standard technique using blue dye and 99mTcnanocolloid. The authors from the NKI found that by
using a fluorescence camera intraoperatively to visualize the SLN aided detection, with 95% of SLNs being
seen as fluorescent compared with 54% being seen
with standard blue dye [68] .
In an attempt to reduce the morbidity from open
inguinal lymph node surgery, several groups have
recently reported their experience of video-endoscopic
inguinal surgery (both laparoscopic and robotic assisted).
In a Phase I study specifically examining oncological
adequacy, a group from Texas have described the robotic
assisted video endoscopic inguinal lymphandenectomy
(RAVEIL) technique. In ten patients 19 RAVEIL operations were performed, followed by an open inguinal
lymph node dissection to look for missed nodes. They
concluded that in 18 out of 19 operations (94.7%) an
adequate dissection was achieved and all nodes containing disease had been detected. Although promising,
this work needs to be expanded to allow assessment
of complications and examine reproducibility in other
units [69] .
Overall survival
The majority of research regarding survival from penile
cancer comprises individual studies with relatively low
patient numbers. However, Verhoeven and coworkers
examined the population-based survival of patients
with penile cancer in Europe and the USA using data
from registries contributing to the European Network
for Indicators on Cancer (EUNICE) Survival Working
Group and its American equivalent, the Surveillance,
Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) program [70] .
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This incorporated data from 3297 European and 1820
American penile cancer patients diagnosed with penile
cancer from 1985 to 2007.
They reported that in Europe, overall 5-year survival
increased marginally, but not to statistical significance,
from 65 to 70% between 1990 and 2007. Within this
group, a notable exception was northern Europe, where
an improvement from 63 to 77% was seen within the
same time frame. Interestingly, the outlook was worse
in the USA, with a statistically significant decrease in
5-year survival from 72 to 63% from 1990 to 2007. Furthermore, there was no significant improvement in agespecific survival estimates during the period measured
[70] . Further European data from the Surveillance of
Rare Cancers in Europe (RARECARE) group revealed
a similar overall 5-year survival rate of 69% in patients
with penile cancer diagnosed from 1995 until 2002 [71] .
There is a general consensus that age predicts mortality from penile cancer. Verhoeven et al.’s study
showed a significant increased risk of disease-specific
mortality with increasing age [70] , and Sant and
coworkers found that 5-year survival after the age
of 75 was as low as 35% [72] . The reason behind this
is unclear, as although there were insufficient data
recorded in the EUNICE registries, there is no evidence for more advanced disease stage in penile cancer
patients presenting later in life [70] . This is supported
by Graafland and colleagues, who carried out a study
of 2000 patients diagnosed with penile cancer in The
Netherlands between 1989 and 2006, and found that
stage distribution did not vary significantly between
age groups [73] .
The reasons for the overall lack of improvement
in survival is a matter for debate, and some authors
postulate that it is simply because the impact of newer
approaches such as SLNB have not had time to become
apparent in the data. This may explain the emergence
of more promising data from Northern Europe, as this
region was the first to adopt the technique [70] . Other
authors argue that the poor outcome data should
prompt centralization of the treatment of penile
cancer, only taking place in specialized units with a
higher patient volume [71,72] .
Human papillomavirus
Several types of HPV have been identified in premalignant penile lesions and approximately 50% of penile
cancers express HPV type 16 or 18 [74,75] . Significantly,
an association between HPV status and histological
grade has also been reported, with higher grade tumors
being more likely to be HPV positive [76] . There are
two vaccines available that protect against HPV: a
bivalent vaccine that provides protection against HPV
16 and 18, and a quadrivalent vaccine that targets
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HPV 6, 11, 16 and 18. The latter is approved for preventing HPV-related disease in males [74] , and both
have been shown to be effective and safe [75] . In the
UK, immunization with the bivalent vaccine has been
in effect since 2008 for girls aged 12–13 years with the
aim of preventing cervical cancer, but no such scheme
is in place for boys.
Marty and coworkers used a computer-based model
to examine the incremental benefit of vaccinating boys
and girls using the quadrivalent vaccine versus girlsonly vaccination, looking for several diseases caused
by HPV including penile cancer [74] . They found that
vaccination of both girls and boys could reduce the
incidence of penile cancer by 68% based on a figure
of 70% coverage. Despite this, a national vaccination
program aimed solely at preventing HPV-related penile
cancer is unlikely to be cost effective in the UK, but in
countries with a higher prevalence of the disease there
may be a stronger case for such action [75] .
If one considers the overall benefits of vaccinating
men with regards to preventing other diseases associated with HPV and the increased herd immunity, then
an economic case can be made [77] . Indeed, the Advisory Committee on Immunizations Practices from
the CDC has recently changed its guidelines in favor
of immunizing boys and men aged between 13 and
26 years in the USA [78] .
Chemotherapy
Systemic chemotherapy has been used mainly in the
palliative setting for metastatic and advanced loco
regional disease that is not amenable to surgery. It also
has a role in downstaging locally advanced tumors
prior to surgery. Single chemotherapeutic agents in the
1970s were characterized by poor response rates and
high levels of toxicity [79] . As a result, combination
regimens were used throughout the 1990s, and from
these it became apparent that cisplatin is a key chemotherapeutic agent in the treatment of SCC of the
penis [80] . Taxane-based regimens then became more
popular in the 2000s, with three agent combinations
dominating [81] . These included the Dexeus group’s
regimen consisting of cisplatinum, methotrexate and
bleomycin [82] . Their initial study reported promising
results with only moderate side effects, but with wider
adoption of this protocol, poorer results and more
severe side effects were seen [82] . More recent combination regimens comprising differing combinations of
cisplatinum, 5-FU and paclitaxel have shown promise
in the neoadjuvant treatment of penile cancer [83,84] .
Adjuvant & neoadjuvant treatment
The EAU guidelines recommend adjuvant chemotherapy for N2–3 disease. This is based on a study of 25
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patients that revealed an 84% long-term disease-free
survival rate [67] . In men with fixed palpable nodes,
neoadjuvant chemotherapy appears promising. In
2007, Leijte and colleagues showed that 12 out of 19
patients receiving five different neoadjuvant chemotherapy regimens showed a response, with eight achieving long-term disease-free survival after subsequent
surgery [85] . Two further studies published in 2007 and
2010 reported up to a 50% response using paclitaxel,
cisplatin and ifosfamide [83,84] . The EAU guidelines
therefore recommend neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by lymph node dissection in patients with fixed
or relapsed lymph node metastases [67] .
Adjuvant radiotherapy may improve locoregional
control in patients with extensive metastases and/or
extranodal spread, but control is achieved at the cost of
severe side effects including lymphedema and pain [67] .
Molecular biology of penile cancer

in PIK3CA, HRAS and KRAS [93] . Stankiewicz and
colleagues found HER-3 and -4 protein overexpression
in penile SCC. Further analysis of their data revealed
that HPV-positive tumors were more associated with
HER-2 expression and less associated with p-EGFR
overexpression [94] . Additional work by this group
showed HPV positivity was also associated with p16
and p21 expression and RB suppression in a series of
148 patients [95] .
With regard to p53 mutations, some studies report
an association with lymph node metastasis and poor
survival, but others do not [96,97] . Interestingly Golijanin and coworkers found that COX-2 and prostaglandin-E synthase 1 are highly expressed in dysplasia,
penile intraepithelial neoplasia and carcinoma [98] . This
suggests a mechanism for inflammation in the pathogenesis of penile SCC as well raising the possibility of
a therapeutic role for COX-2 inhibitors.

EGF receptor

Targeted therapy

The cell-surface receptor EGF receptor (EGFR) is
involved in a key pathway that controls intracellular
signalling [86] . Several types of ligands bind to this
receptor to activate intracellular pathways that regulate
processes such as cell proliferation, differentiation and
apoptosis [87] . Overexpression of EGFR is a key characteristic in many tumors including brain, lung, prostate
and stomach cancers [88] . This has been shown to be
associated with uncontrolled cell division and proliferation of tumors by angiogenesis, as well as protecting
tumor cell from undergoing apoptosis.
Lavens and colleagues showed overexpression of
EGFR in 17 patients diagnosed with penile SCC [87] ,
and Di Lorenzo and coworkers found similar results in
30 patients but were unable to identify specific mutations known to cause other tumors associated with
EGFR overexpression [89] . A more recent paper by the
latter group demonstrated that the presence of cytosolic phosphorylated EGFR predicted recurrence and
survival [90] . They therefore put the case forward for
the use of phosphorylated EGFR status in informing
the need for adjuvant therapy in patients with N0 and
N1 disease.

Given the key role that EGFR appears to play, several studies have examined the use of the monoclonal antibodies panitumumab and cetuximab in
penile cancer. Carthorn and colleagues administered
monoclonal antibodies together with differing combinations of platinum-based regimens to 13 patients
with advanced penile SCC [99] . Median time to progression was 3.4 months and overall survival was 9.8
months, although four patients survived longer, which
compared favorably to results from chemotherapy [100] .
Tyrosine kinase inhibitors may have an important
role in targeting angiogenesis in penile SCC. Zhu
and colleagues studied the effects of sorafinib and
sunitinib on angiogenesis in six patients with penile
SCC refractory to chemotherapy treatment [101] . One
patient responded partially and four had stable disease;
however, one patient died of sepsis another suffered a
ruptured femoral vein.

Other mutations

Gou examined the expression of EGFR and RASSF1A,
as well as the mutation status of KRAS and BRAF, in
150 patients with penile SCC [91] . Once again, EGFR
overexpression was found in all cases, but only 3.42%
expressed RASSF1A, one patient displayed the KRAS
mutation and none expressed the BRAF mutation.
This conflicts somewhat with a series of 28 cases from
Spain where KRAS mutations were found in 22% of
tumors [92] . Andersson et al. also reported mutations
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Conclusion
The last two decades has seen major advances for men
diagnosed with penile cancer. Penile-preserving techniques provide a surgical option with preservation of
sexual and voiding function. The advent of SLNB has
proved to be a safe and reproducible option for patients
with impalpable inguinal nodes. Data from the NKI in
The Netherlands show a clear improvement in 5-year
survival, which may be due to the introduction of
the technique for patients with clinically impalpable
inguinal lymph nodes. Furthermore, centralization of
penile cancer patients to centers of excellence in both
the UK and several European countries has allowed for
greater experience to be gained by a few and improved
research collaboration to take place.
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Future perspective
As highlighted throughout this review, the diagnosis and
management of men with penile cancer is continually
evolving. Several areas are key to an ongoing improvement in outcome. First, increased education and awareness of the early signs of disease among both the general
public and healthcare professionals are necessary. A significant impact on disease prevention may be achieved
through childhood circumcision and HPV vaccination,
particularly in regions of high disease prevalence.
With regard to diagnosis, there is current progress in
noninvasive imaging techniques to detect both regional
and distant metastatic disease. 18F-FDG-PET/MRI is
currently being trialed and may become the gold standard staging investigation within 5 years.
In terms of management of the penile tumor, a randomized controlled trial comparing penile-preserving
surgical techniques and brachytherapy should be performed, looking at effectiveness and quality of life
outcomes. Moreover, multimodal management of
advanced disease needs to be assessed in a trial setting. With the development of specialist, high-volume
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